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Abstract

Workplace creativity is increasingly seen as resulting from the interplay of situation- and actor-level factors. Recent work on this person-in-situation perspective highlights that situations may not only trigger or constrain the expression of creativity-relevant traits but also promote creativity by providing resources that different actors use to varying degrees. This work suggests that environments which actors perceive to be cognitively diverse constitute one potential resource in this regard. However, it raises the question through which mechanisms these benefits arise. We propose and test a model in which an employee’s experience of inspiration effectuates these benefits for creativity. Yet as realizing these benefits requires employees to be attuned to their social environment, we further argue that these benefits are more likely to emerge for employees who feel relatively powerless than for those feeling relatively powerful. Multi-source data collected across three time points from a large sample of employees and their supervisors supports the proposed contingent benefits of a cognitively diverse work environment for inspiration and indirectly creativity for employees feeling powerless. Conversely, our findings also highlight the inhibiting role of experienced powerlessness when it comes to translating this inspiration into implemented ideas. Together, these findings offer important theoretical and practical implications.
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